I>~ a previous essay we gave a cursory consideration to a wide-spread popular delusion, which had taken the form of demonology and divination, or "the black art." We then thought it probable that, as "one fire puts out another burning," and similia similibus curantur, this more recent absurdity would extinguish, or at least counteract, the follies of mesmerism. In this idea we were mistaken; for, just as a monomaniac converts all current ideas into food for the delusive ideas which actuate him, and finds their corroboration in facts as widely apart as possible, so the large group of monomaniacal visionaries convert everything analogous to their purpose, and derive fresh impulses from follies and delusions greater (if that be possible) than their own. Thus we find that homoeopathy and hydropathy, like two drunken strollers, mutually support each other; and thus, too, mesmerism finds in modern necromancy, and in every delusion of sorcery and magic, current in all ages and amongst all peoples, the strongest proof of Medar and Gerard call upon him to witness his exploits :?? " I said to Medar, I don't feel exactly in a condition for trying an experiment of the kind just now, especially on such large clouds; however, if you will both help me, we will try. Oh, said they, we will willingly. Then, said I, I attack the head of that one which is upon the other and dissolve it away;?and I stave in its belly, said Medar, with that sort of faith in magnetic facts which is daily exhibited.
M. Gerard added, ' and I will take the tail.' We all three set to work.
Seeing us thus engaged, we might have been compared with the three Horatii, setting aside the object in view. In ten minutes our cloud had gone to rejoin its companions in that vast ethereal laboratory wrhich contains us, and was no longer visible to our eyes. M. Gerard said, circumstance occurred to such an extent that she could touch no article of furniture without hearing these sounds. She wrote to her friends to explain the awkward position she was in, and to beg of them to "exorcise" the spirit?a duty they found to be rather puzzling. However, they wrote back to say that they had taken the necessary steps, and that from the time she received their letter she might confidently rely upon not hearing the spirit any more; and actually from that moment the raps were not heard. We had this history from one of the persons engaged in the transaction, and who has taken great interest in all these phenomena. Of course the reader acquainted with hypnotic or "electro-biological" phenomena will readily recognise the true nature of the " possession" and exorcism. practical purposes they may be considered to be identical. The main difference is in the etiology; in the insane, in the majority of cases, the cause is material rather than mental; in the popular manias, it is rather mental than material.
